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Would you like to live in a village? Why? Why not?

What are the advantages of  living in a village? 







almond
the tree that produces a flat pale nut with brown skin that tastes sweet



export
selling and sending out of goods



vacant
empty; having no fixture



deserted
abandoned , neglected



depopulation
the process of  the number of  people reducing in an area



rural
relating to the countryside rather than to the town



overcrowding
the process of  filling an area beyond what is usual or comfortable



socioeconomic
relating to the interaction of  social and economic factors



infrastructure
the basic structure needed for operation



reverse
to make something the opposite of  what it was



graduated
divided into different levels



public services
a service that is run for the benefit of  the public



unemployment
the state of  being jobless



vice versa
with the main items in the preceding statement the other way around





better public services

more job opportunities

better education chances

enjoying urban life

It is noisy and disturbing

It is overpopulated
It is polluted
Heavy traffic



deserted, inhabitant, overcrowding, public services, socioeconomic



a- better-paid
             b-  
1- Elderly people 
2- many wealthy people 



What do you think rural depopulation lead to?
Overcrowding in the city
Deserted country areas
Why do wealthy people buy houses in rural areas?

To avoid noise, pollution and overcrowding 
in the city.
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!Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

 almond  \ reversed \ vice versa \ depopulation \ infrastructure \ deserted  

1. Farms are ……………… by farmers who leave their farms looking for jobs. 

2. We need to spend more money on repairing the………………….of our town. 

3. Rural …………………can lead to overcrowding in cities. 

4. On the left was a plantation of ……………………….. trees. 

5. Teachers qualified to teach in England are not accepted in Scotland  

and …………………. 

6. The runners …………………….. their direction on the track. 
 

deserted
infrastructure

depopulation
almond

vice versa 

reversed



exports \ public services \  vacant  \ socioeconomic \ unemployment \ overcrowding  

!Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

1- The money is used by local authorities to pay for ………………………. 

2- ……………. to Kuwait have risen this year in comparison with imports. 

3-…………………………. is a big problem young people face nowadays. 

4-There are no …………………..jobs in the ministry of Education this year. 

5- The term ………..…….    refers to the "use of economic in the study of 

society. 

6- ……………………..… areas causes a lot of stress on me.

public services 

exports
unemployment

vacant
socioeconomic

overcrowding







The different conditions meant that different crops grew better in the 
different locations.

Modern technology has made it possible for big farms to price smaller farms out 
of the market. Cheap imports from other countries threaten indigenous farmers.

All the young people have left for work in the cities, leaving only old people 
who are already retired.



a- City life could be made less stressful for people who live 
there through organization and building more infrastructures. 

b- 
If I moved to a country area, I would miss my friends. 
If I moved to a city area, I would miss calmness and fresh air .  
 



In your opinion, what are the bad consequences of  
the rural depopulation? 

Overcrowding in cities 
The country areas become deserted 

 City life could be less stressful if ……………………….
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The silk City  
Madinat Al- Hareer





contentment

the state of being happy and satisfied



crown jewel
the most valuable thing that a person or place has



demarcation
the point at which one area (of work or responsibility) ends 
and another begins



skyline
the shape made by hills or buildings against 
the sky



vertical
the same amount of people occupying a village but in 
one tall building



the same amount of people occupying a village but in one tall 
building

vertical village



7
5
1
8
4

2



To establish Kuwait as a commercial hub and to provide housing and jobs.

To ensure their happiness, people will always be near water or greenery.

It is 1001 metres tall / 200 storeys / houses seven ‘vertical villages’.



residential

financial
amenities

habitation
innovative

crown jewel







• Silk City will be a unique city because its layout has been completely and 

meticulously planned from its inception.  Its growth will be less 

‘organic’ than other cities which often add housing and businesses as 

needed, but will benefit from clear demarcations between residential, 

financial, commercial, and leisure areas.



- establishing Kuwait as a commercial hub of  the world  
- providing habitation & solving the problem of  housing 
- guaranteeing residents' happiness. 
- providing greenery 
- overcoming the problem of  limited lands.  
- providing more jobs for people.  
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astounded
shocked or greatly surprised



      bump into
to meet by chance



embarrassed
showing or feeling shame



far and wide
over a large area

idiom



glamour an attractive quality



hub
centre of activity



hustle and bustle
lively activity

idiom



narrate
give a spoken or written account of

http://www.google.com.kw/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/unleashed/2010/03/neil-patrick-harris-through-a-dogs-eyes-pbs.html&ei=uP4BVcWMNOf97Aam4oHwCw&psig=AFQjCNHU-czurOadWv5npdl3fZbc-0pyJw&ust=1426280482754680


pluck up the courage
make an effort to do something that frightens one

idiom



"Study the following idioms  :



Subject–Verb Inversion



Structure: “So + Adj +inversion … that………….”

Normal sentence: Jim was so kind that everybody loved him.

Inversion: So kind was Jim that everybody loved him. 



Never had I been 
rarely do I have

no sooner had I

Scarcely had I

little did I expect

not only did he value



Rarely do I have such a good story to narrate.

Never have I been so astounded!

Hardly had I plucked up the courage to speak to him, When he left for 
another shop.

Scarcely had I left when I ran right into him.

Little did I expect to bump into my hero.

He told me that not only did he value his fans but he also really 
enjoyed meeting them.



It doesn’t change the meaning of the sentence.

Effect: It slows the reader down, because it is simply 
more difficult to comprehend inverted word order.



Seldom have I been so upset about something.

 Never have I been so proud of  you!

Only now did she understand the problem.

So strange was the situation that 
I could not sleep.

Rarely had he seen something 
that made him so happy.

Never had they seen such a 
beautiful sight.



!Fill in the spaces with one of these idioms:

1-The richest universities can…………….............…..….which 
students they can take. 

2-He can't do away with them. They are his….................…………….. 

3-There are a few ………………................ left to collect.   
          

   4-I like the …………….................... of the marketplace. 

Odd and ends  / nearest and dearest / Pick and choose / Hustle and bustle  

Pick and choose 

nearest and dearest 

Odd and ends 

hustle and bustle



densely
closely compacted



disturbance
the interruption of a peaceful condition



Calm / free from disturbance
tranquil



metropolis
densely populated city



odds and ends
bits and pieces

idiom



8
4
1
3
5
2
6
7



far and wide
nearest and dearest

odds and ends
pick and choose 

hustle and bustle
peace and quiet

by and large



natural 
threaten
variety 

peaceful 
reminder 

excitement



Rise fall
fall fall
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1- far and wide
2-metropolis
3-hustle and bustle
4-densely
5-disturbance
6-spot
7-tranquil
8- pumped into



pick and choose 

chalk and cheese

odds and ends 

trial and error

nearest and dearest



The city, which is very polluted, is home to over 250,000. 

 The park, where I play football, is famous throughout the country.

 The actor, who I went to school with, obviously gained great enjoyment from his profession.

I’ll always remember the day when I started school.



I’ll miss you all so much. We must keep in touch my best friends.

In my point of  view, this house isn’t suitable for me. I need a bigger house.

I’m afraid you’ve made a mistake. This is not the colour I asked for.



In comparison with

Whereas

instead of

However



(1) Kuwait City is the largest city in Kuwait, but Silk City will 
be almost as big.

(4) Kuwait City has a population of  about 150,000, whereas 
Silk City will have a population of  750,000. 

(2) Many cities mix financial, business and residential areas, 
while Silk City will separate these sectors. 

(6) Kuwait City was established in the eighteenth 
century, in comparison with Silk City, which is 
going to be built in the 21st century. 

(3) The Burj Mubarak Al Kabirwill dominate 
the skyline of  Silk City like the Kuwait 
Towers, which tower above Kuwait City.



No sooner had I finished my dinner than the doorbell rang.

As soon as I had finished my dinner, the doorbell rang.

Little did I expect to see my friend at the library.

I little expected to see my friend at the library.

Rarely have I been so excited as when my team won.

I have rarely been as excited as when my team won. 
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haven’t been able to
won’t be able to

Can
can

could / can

can’t

Can

could



can

could

can
to be able to

can

could

can





were

had known

had felt

found

were



4.Write wish sentences using the cues 
provided.
we / not eaten / so much / lunch / too full
I wish we hadn’t eaten so much at lunch; I’m too full 
now.
A- we / won the match / play this weekend
I wish we had played this weekend; we 
could’ve won the match
B- you / not / do that / really irritating
I wish you hadn’t done that; it was really 
irritating.
C- I / studied / harder / pass / exam
I wish I had studied harder; I would’ve 
passed the exam.
D- teacher / not given / homework / relax / 
tonight

I wish the teacher hadn’t given us any 
homework; I would’ve relaxed tonight.

E- I / not missed bus / arrived on time / not told 
off
I wish I hadn’t missed the bus, I would’ve 
arrived on time and not been told off.
F- I / entered competition / won prize
I wish I had entered the competition; I 
would’ve won a prize.
G- you / told me / problems / I / help
I wish you had told me about your 
problems; I could’ve helped you.

H- I / stay up late / not tired today
I wish I hadn’t stayed up late last night; I 
wouldn’t have been tired today.
I- I / not spent / money / buy / new book
I wish I hadn’t spent all my money; I would 
have bought that new book.
J- I / gone shopping / new game / not bored
I wish I had gone shopping for a new 
game; I wouldn’t have felt bored.



Complete the first gap in each part of the conversation with the correct adjective. Complete the 
second gap with the negative form of the same adjective. There are more words than you 
need.Comfortable / frequent / friendly / happy / honest / legal / loyal / polite / 
tidy Q: Are there frequent flights to Rome from here?

A: No, I’m afraid flights to Rome are very infrequent – only twice a week.
a Q: Were the cabin crew on your flight                           ?
A: No, they were very                     – they were often really rude.
b Q: Were they                       ?
A: No, in fact they were quite                     . When I bought some gifts, they didn’t give 
me enough change.
c Q: But the other passengers were quite                    , weren’t they?
A: No, they were very                         – nobody smiled or even talked to me.
d Q: Was the plane                   ?
A: No, it wasn’t. It was very                  – there was rubbish all over the place.
e Q: What about the seats? Were they                        ?
A: No, the seats were terribly                               . They were hard and rough.
f Q: So when you got off the plane you weren’t                    ?
A: No, I was very                   . In fact, I’m going to complain to the airline company.

polite
impolite

honest
dishonest

friendly
unfriendly
tidy

untidy
comfortable

uncomfortable
happy

unhappy
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*Use “ both …….and……..” in the following sentences:

1- The food was terrible. The service was terrible too. 

Both the food and the service were terrible.
2- Hamad played the piano. Adnan also played the piano. 

Both Hamad and Adnan played the piano.
3- My friend can play football. He can play basketball as well.

My friend can play both football and basketball.



!Invert the following sentences :

1 - We had no sooner left the house than it exploded. 
No sooner ………………………………………………………………………………… 
  

2- They not only robbed you, they smashed everything. 
Not only …………………………………………………………………………………… 
  

3- Mona plays the piano so well. She has won many prizes. 
………………………………………………………………………………………  
  

4- It seldom rains in summer. 
………....…………………………………………………………………………… 
  

5- He is not only rich but is also handsome. 
………….……………………………………………………………………………

had we the house than it 
exploded.

did they rob you but also they smashed everything.

Not only does Mona play the piano so well but also  She has won many prizes.

Seldom does it  rain in summer.

Not only is he rich but is also handsome.





palatial
resembling a palace in being spacious and splendid



advantageous
a condition or circumstance that puts one in a favourable or superior position



picturesque
visually attractive, esp. in a quaint or pretty style



leafy
having or characterized by much foliage because of  an abundance 
of  trees and bushes

leafy



residents’ parking
parking space reserved specifically for residents of  a particular area



make it your own
change something in your possession so that 

you reflect your personality and character



deluxe leafy suburban area

Kuwait city centre apartments

urban stylish
200 metres busy tourist resort in 

Kuwait







What things should be put into consideration if  
you want to choose a place to live in?

The area should be green and leafy.  
It should be quiet and calm.  
There should be residents' parking. 
The location of  the house should be advantageous. 
Overlooking the sea. 
Near the City Center. 
With a spacious garden.

Design your dream house. Make it your own!
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Mr Mohammed wrote it to describe the villa 
and how it is suitable for Mr. and Mrs Al –
Jaber.



Is a city centre apartment a suitable place for 
a family of  four, a young couple or an elderly 
couple? Explain. 

Is a busy tourist resort a suitable place for  a 
family of  four, a young couple or an elderly 
couple? Explain. 

Is a leafy suburban area a suitable place for  a 
family of  four, a young couple or an elderly 
couple? Explain. 

Is a Villa a suitable place for  a family of  four, 
a young couple or an elderly couple? Explain. 



Now write about the pros and cons of each of these places and the most 
suitable one for you to live in.



Argumentative Essay Definition

 An argumentative essay is a type of essay that presents arguments 

about both sides of an issue. It could be that both sides are presented equally 

balanced, or it could be that one side is presented more forcefully than the 

other. It all depends on the writer, and what side he supports the most.  

https://literarydevices.net/essay/
https://literarydevices.net/essay/


Please read the following instructions to know how to write an accurate outline :



Conclusion: 

a) Summarize all main points  
b) Restate your thesis  
c) Add a call to action: what you want 
readers to do after reading your essay 
 

Note: Write only one sentence to highlight your opinion and your 
recommendations.





Outline
Introduction :…………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Body  ( Paragraph 1 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Body  ( Paragraph 2 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 



Topic
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………...................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................... 
………………………………………………………………………………………………...................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………...................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………...................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
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!Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:

1. In Kuwait, summer is too hot, …………………… winter is cool. 
(a) in comparison with           (b) instead of  
(c) whereas        (d) on the other hand 

2. …………………… cooking, let's go out for dinner. 
(a) Whereas     (b) In comparison with   
(c) On the other hand         (d) Instead of 

3. City life is exciting.  …………………, life in the countryside is more peaceful. 
(a) In comparison with          (b) Instead of   
 (c) Whereas            (d) On the other hand 

4. ……………………. Life nowadays, life a century ago was quite hard. 
(a) In comparison with           (b) But           

    (c) Whereas                   (d) Instead of



A
B

C



is located in a 
village two 
kilometres
from the sea.

architect-
designed/ tiled/
shady/ colouful/
well looked after/
luxurious

Storeys/roofs/ 
ground floor/first 
floor/garden/ 
swimming pool

garden

is situated on the 
outskirts of a 
medium-sized 
town.

two-storey/ 
modern/
medium-sized / 
large/flat

garden/roof/ 
balconies / 
windows

garden/lawn/
trees/shrubs/
hedges

is located in a 
residential area in 
the suburbs of a 
large city. 

two-storey/ 
modern/ 
residential / large /
small/low/quiet/
flat/bright/yellow

garden / wall /       
roof

garden / 
tress / 
shrubs



       I would like to live in a single-family house because I feel I can have more privacy and don't 
need to share a wall with neighbors. Ideally, the house should have 2 stories; with a big kitchen 
and living room on the first floor and 2 or 3 bedrooms on the second floor. I'd also like to have an 
entertainment room where I can watch movies or play the Wii. Since gardening is one of my 
hobbies, I also want a spacious garden where I can grow different kinds of fruits and vegetables 
and plant all kinds of flowers.  
 
     The location of my ideal home is very important. I want it far from the hustle and bustle of the 
city because I need a quiet place to relax and have a peaceful lifestyle. Somewhere in the 
mountains or next to a lake with a beautiful scenery would be perfect, this way I can wake up 
every morning and enjoy the views.  
          All in all, the main reason why I want to live in such home is because I like being surrounded 
by nature and don't like the busy and rushed lifestyle of the city.



What things should be put into consideration if you want to 
choose a place to live in? 

How can you make your house look more beautiful?

!Write what you would say in the following situations:
1. Your friend has lost his job because of his carelessness. 
            
2. Your brother wastes a lot of money. Persuade him to save some for the future. 
            
3. Your little sister apologizes for making noise while you are asleep. 
            
4. Your young brother comes home late at night, which makes you angry. 
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